## TRANSITIONS

### Comparison

- **In comparison**
- Like
- Both
- Likewise
- Similarly
- Just as...so is
- In the same way
- Next in importance
- Of equal importance

### Cause and Effect

- Because
- Thus
- Since
- Hence
- If...then
- Therefore
- Accordingly
- Consequently
- For this reason

### Contrast

- **In contrast**
- But
- Yet
- Still
- However
- Although
- Instead
- Otherwise
- Even though
- Conversely
- On the other hand
- More than/ Less than
- From another point of view

### Order and Time

- First, second....
- Last, finally
- Previously
- Now
- From now on
- Next, Subsequently
- Then
- Presently
- At length
- After this
- Thereafter, afterwards
- Meanwhile
- Later
- Ultimately

### More

- And
- Too
- Also
- Besides
- Moreover
- In addition
- Furthermore